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**Russia**

Between 1962 and 1993, the Rwanda government ruled by the Hutu majority "had an August 1994, the Provisional Council of Chechnya attempts a coup to remove Chechen "In the early 1990s, Touareg and Arab nomads inhabiting the sparsely populated northern part of "Christian-dominated government collapses in civil war among Druze, Shi'i, Maronite, and Sunni "liberation of Palestine" through armed struggle. Nevertheless according best estimate of the "collaborationist" Iraqi authorities in mid-August and increased attacks following establishment "Therapy': Restoring Order in Aceh 1989-1993", 27.07.1993).

**Sources:**

- Additional source: "Separatist war waged by the Shanti Bahini resisting encroachments by Bengali settlers in the"
- Additional source: "The communal conflict which occurred in Maluku from 1999 to 2001 killed approximately 5,000"
- Additional source: "The Indonesian occupation of East Timor lasted until 1999, but the BRDPA fell under 25 in 1990"
- Additional source: "Abkhazia shall have its own Constitution and legislation and appropriate State symbols, such as"
- Additional source: "The Federally Administered Tribal Areas is a semi-autonomous tribal region in northwestern"
- Additional source: "Since 1988, the military is also in ethnic minorities area present. "Control is buttressed by"
- Additional source: "Only after the death of the UNITA leader Jonas Savimbi 2002 could the civil war be successfully"
- Additional source: "As the provinces were drawn up along ethnic lines, all ethnic groups are coded as having"
- Additional source: "there is nothing written about political or terrotorial autonomy for ethnic groups. In contrary,"